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Meet the 6 REAL-NET ESRs
Mohammad M. Hosseini is REAL-NET ESR1
Mohammad received his bachelor's degree in Telecommunication
Engineering from Iran University of Science and Technology in
2016 with the first rank place. After that, he joined the University
of Tehran to study a Master’s degree in Photonics. He defended
his mater’ thesis, entitled “"Modal Analysis of Optical D-fiber" and
obtained his degree with an excellent grade in 2019.
Currently Mohammad is a PhD student at Aston University as
early stage researcher (ESR) under a Marie Skłodowska-Curie
Action (MSCA), within the REAL-NET project.
His research interests include Optical Communication,
Computational Electromagnetics, and Optical Sensors. Within
REAL-NET his investigating “Novel digital signal processing
techniques for nonlinear fibre systems”.

Pedro Souza is REAL-NET ESR2
Pedro has Bachelor’s and master’s degree in Electronic
Engineering from the Federal University of Pernambuco with one
year and a half period at the State University of New York and State
University of San Francisco. His Master's Thesis in the photonics
area proposed a new metaheuristic using evolutionary algorithms
to solve the RMLSA problem.
Currently holds a prestigious Marie-Curie (MSCA) doctoral
fellowship and works as Early State Researcher at Aston University
on “Machine learning techniques to mitigate nonlinear impairments
in multi-user optical fiber system”.
In additional, Pedro has more than three year of experience in the
Industry working for big companies as Royal Vopak and Rede
Globo.
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Mohannad Abu-Romoh is REAL-NET ESR3
Mohannad was born and raised in Kuwait. In 2011 he moved to
Jordan to pursue his Bachelor's degree in Electrical Engineering
at Jordan University of Science and Technology, a top research
university in Jordan. In 2015, he did an internship at Fibrain in
Poland, Rzeszow, organized by IAESTE international exchange
program.
He earned his B.Sc. in 2016 with a focus in Communications and
Electronics. He joined the University of Idaho, US in fall 2016
pursuing a Master's degree in Electrical Engineering, during which
he worked as a research assistant supervised by Prof. Zouheir
Rezki. His main research focus was in utilizing machine learning
in wireless communications, most notably, in the problem of
modulation classification. He was awarded a M.Sc. in Electrical
Engineering in spring 2019.
Currently, Mohannad is a PhD student at Telecom Paris, and an
early-stage researcher (ESR) in REAL-NET project
Mohannad is experienced with Matlab, C++ and Python. His
research in "non-linearity mitigation techniques in optical fiber
networks" involves rigorous implementaion of Machine learning
algorithms using Tensorflow and Keras/Theano.

Mohannad Abu-Romoh is REAL-NET ESR4
Jamal was born in Jordan. In 2011, he joined Jordan University of
Science and technology (J.U.S.T), a Jordanian top ranked schools
in the field of engineering and technology. He obtained his bachelor
degree in communication and electronics in 2016. During his
undergraduate studies he excelled in the field of digital
communications and information theory. He worked under the
supervision of two of his professors on the design and the
implementation of a new Algorithm for the LDPC codes.
In 2016 he started his Master studies in wireless communications
at J.U.S.T. His Master's thesis was devoted towards modeling the
problem of statistical dependency between the clusters of the
compound fading channels. He obtained his master degree in
2019.
Jamal is experienced with Matlab and mathematica
Currently Jamal is a PhD student at Telecom Paris, France. He is
an early-stage researcher (ESR) in the EC funded program REALNET. Within the project his work requires an understanding of
learning theory, probability theory and deep neural networks, in
“Low-complexity real-time successive interface cancellation”.
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Vishwanath Pai is REAL-NET ESR5
Pai was born in Kasaragod, Kerala, India. He studied the
bachelor’s degree in Electronics and Communication Engineering
(ECE) at the Dr. Ambedkar Institute of Technology.
Before joining the master’s program, he was employed at Tata
Consultancy Services (TCS), India, as Technical Support
Executive from 2012-2015. My duties involved providing Proof of
Concept (PoC) presentations to clients, testing the production
environment, error diagnosis and resolution of incidents based on
SLA.
Pai earned a Master’s degree in Information and Communication
Systems from Technische Universität Chemnitz from 2015-2018.
Within the master programme particular attention was dedicated
to network planning, mobile networks and optical communication.
His research project and master thesis, entitled ”Cost Comparison
if Intra-data Center Network Architectures”, have given him ample
practical experience in telecommunication networks.
Finishing the master studies, Pai worked as research assistant.
He along with my Professor at TUC were able to publish two IEEE
articles (ICTON 2019 and LATINCOM 2019)
Since November 2019 he is a PhD student at Universitat
Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC) as early stage researcher (ESR)
within REAL-NET project. His research is based on “Network
applications of the REAL-NET technology.

Diogo Sequeira is REAL-NET ESR6
Diogo received his MSc degree in Telecommunications and
Computer Engineering in November 2017 from ISCTE-IUL, Lisbon,
Portugal.
From December 2017 to November 2018 he has worked as a
research fellow at Instituto de Telecomunicações (IT) Branch
ISCTE-IUL in the scope of the Physical Impairment Modelling in
Flexible Optical Node Architectures (ImpAr) project. From May
2019 to July 2019 he was worked as a research fellow at IT Aveiro.
Since October 2019 he is a PhD student at Universitat Politècnica
de Catalunya (UPC) as early stage researcher (ESR) under a Marie
Skłodowska-Curie Action (MSCA), within the REAL-NET project.
His research is “nonlinearity mitigation methods in optical networks
environment”.
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REAL-NET NETWORK-WIDE EVENTS
REAL-NET Induction
18-19th November 2019
Infinera, Munich, Germany

The REAL-NET Induction Training has
taken place on 18-19 Nov 2019 at Infinera
premises in Munich. This was the first
training event out of 14 planned and
foreseen network-wide training events in
the REAL-NET action.
The purpose of the training was to get
ESRs up to speed with technology and
the overall aim of the project. Presentations
by the industry partners were specially
highlighted.
The REAL-NET industrial Partner,
INFINERA, together with other work
package leaders, made presentation and
leaded on interactive discussions regarding
state-of-the art research techniques and
objectives of each ESR research project.
The ESRs Mohannd, Vishwanath and
Diogo, presented talks about themselves
and their scientific background. They all
made short statements about their research
projects in REAL-NET.
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1st year REAL-NET
workshop
26th February 2020
Aston University, Birmingham, UK

The 1st REAL-NET technical workshop was held
on 26th February 2020 at Aston University, UK.
The workshop was aimed at consolidating the
student cohort and facilitating networking
among the ESRs. Besides, the goal was to
review the progress in the work packages and
define the strategy of research activity for the next
10 months.
The workshop was divided into three sessions: i)
presentations on the state of the art in the Work
Packages (WP); ii) Talk of invited speakers and iii)
presentations by the WON and REAL-NET ESRs
on the progress and results achieved so far, within
the project.
Three of REAL-NET ESRs gave talks:
• ESR1 M. Hosseini: Introduction
• ESR2 P. Freire: Machine learning techniques
for nonlinearity mitigation
• ESR6 D. Sequeira: Nonlinearity mitigation
methods in optical networks environment
The entire event was organized together with the
sister project WON (GA 814276).
For more information please visit: https://real-

net.astonphotonics.uk/1st-year-real-net-workshop-2/
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Transferable Skills Workshop
(TSWI)
27 - 28th February 2020
Aston University, Birmingham, UK

The first TSW workshop was a two days event,
organized at Aston University the 27th - 28th
February 2020.
The two-day training, featuring external speakers
(among which the editor of Nature and the editor
of The Conversation), addressed topics such as:
engaging with social media, writing for a nonacademic public, team working, and open
access in H2020.
TSW addressed ESRs from the REAL-NET
projects and from the three sister ITN projects
coordinated by Aston University
FONTE, MOCCA and WON (GA 766155, 814147
and 814276, respectively).
The main goal of the TSWI was to provide ESRs
with the required skill set to produce excellent
scientific reports, literature and presentations.
The TSWI end with a social event at the
Harborne Food School where the ESRs
prepared 4 different Indian curry dishes helped by
the chef tutor Steven Heap, a perfect example of
teamwork practice.
For more information please visit: https://real-

net.astonphotonics.uk/transferable-skills-workshop-i-tsw-i/
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MID-TERM CHECK MEETING
A very important milestone for REAL-NET project was achieved
the 13th Feb 2020 In Brussels. This first review meeting
overcome with very useful considerations and input for the future.
The best is yet to come!

OUTREACH & SOCIAL MEDIA
Outreach activity for two of our
ESRs, Pedro and Mohammad,
explaining optics to undergrad
students together with Aston
OSA spie.

Project Mangers leads Outreach
Activity aiming at ERASMUS
Mundus students
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WE are on twitter
Please follow us @REAL-NET_EID

Please visit our webpage:
https://real-net.astonphotonics.uk/

This Project has received funding from the European Union’s
Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under the
Marie Sklodowska-Curie grant agreement No 813144
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